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After 10 long months QLD Superkarts are back for Round 1
We hear from lifetime member Bernie Weier in our latest Driver Profile
Drene Jamieson shares some of his favourite memories of Lakeside
Steve Cloake reflects on his time involved in our great sport

Hello and welcome back to the September issue of the Queensland Superkart newsletter for 2020.
We finally got to hit the track at the end of August for round 1 of the 2020 season and I can tell you
there was some pretty excited grins on people’s faces itching to get back on track. Check out the full
race report below.
Our driver profile section this month catches up with a familiar face to many and someone that has
been around the club for a long time and is one of the lifetime members in the club Bernie Weier
make sure you check out that article!
We are heading back to the beautiful Lakeside Raceway on the 13th of September for the second and
final round of 2020 at this point. Steve Cloake and Drene Jamieson were kind enough to share some
of their memories/stories from days gone by at this iconic track.
In other news there’s plenty of interest from the sidelines of people looking to get into the sport so
hopefully we can get them to take the plunge and join the exciting sport that is Superkarting.
That’s all for now until next month take care and see you all trackside!
Regards
Tim Weier (President)

Round 1- QLD Superkarts: Queensland Raceway
Written by: Caitlin Lane\ Images: Action Sports Photography Australia, Chiara La Spina and Rose
Media
After a 10 month hiatus the Queensland Superkart Club dusted the cobwebs off and headed to
the ‘Paperclip’ aka Queensland raceway ready to battle it out for honors. Great to see familiar
faces and some new ones joining the on track action. The stage was set and plenty of drama
unfolded over the course of the day!

Practice:
Kicking off the day the Superkarts took their
place in the spotlight for their final practice of
round 1. The high speed drama would begin
to unfold, throughout the session we started
to get a read on who had speed or some work
to do ahead of qualifying.

Qualifying:
As the karts took centre stage the spectators lined the pit wall and took bated breaths awaiting
to see what would unfold in the next 15 minutes. Serious competition in all classes meant it was
hard to single anyone out for top spot. After the heated high paced battle throughout qualifying
the #35 Anderson Maverick of Russell Jamieson would take the checkered flag in top spot with
a 1:10.5 a little bit off his own lap record pace. #28 Neil Faulkner grabbed second spot with a
1:14.9 and the 250 national class was close behind #89 Timothy Weier on a 1:15.9 followed by
#87 Gareth Crisp 1:17.5 and #27 Johnny La Spina 1:17.9. Leading the way for the 125 National
class was #6 Jon Bothamley with a 1:19.7 from #46 Doug Amiss 1:21.1 and #23 Tim Philp 1:21.3.
Top Rotax (TAG) was #16 Peter Nuske lapping QR in 1:26.4 followed by #45 Leighton Cook
1:27.5 and #33 David Dyson 1:27.6. As the session ended the bar had been set for the racing to
come!

Race 1:
As the karts took to the grid for
their first race of the 2020
season adrenaline rushes were
high as everyone was keen to
engage in battle once again.
Under the clear blue Ipswich sky
Russell Jamieson would again
show us why he’s a 2 time
Australian Champion crossing
the line first with Neil Faulkner
35 seconds back after engaging
in a dog fight with Gareth Crisp and Tim Weier to which ultimately Gareth would lead Tim home
by 0.3 at the line.
Further back the 125 Nationals were locking horns Tim Philip managing to clear away from
Doug Amiss and Chryss Jamieson, pole sitter Jon would see his race ended with a spin at turn 4
while passing his daughter Amber (could have been an interesting conversation back in the
pits). Chryss would beat Doug to the line by 0.007 yes 7 thousands of a second was all that
separated them at the line might want to check where the transponder is located.
As per normal the Rotax class would provide excellent racing with the long straights at QR
requiring you to maximise the draft. Peter Nuske would prove to have his work cut out for him
with the ever so speedy Leighton Cook and David Dyson hot on his heels. Peter started 2020
how he finished 2019 taking
the win from Leighton and
David.
There would be bad luck had
by some who wouldn’t see the
finish line, #66 of Amber
Bothamley, #7 Alex Hussey, #8
Todd Bothamley and #79
Steve Cloake would be left
scratching their heads and
asking why. In the wait leading
up to race 2 conversations
would be had and race
strategies would be discussed.

Race 2:
After some tune ups to drivers
and machines, race 2 set the
stage for another thrilling
battle. Russell again skipped
away to the front from Neil who
after wholesale setup changes
took another 1.5 seconds off his
lap times and was comfortably
pulling away from the 250
National competitors until he
spun at turn 2 causing a DNF.
Tim Weier used traffic to his full
advantage to pass Gareth Crisp
on the last lap out of turn 5 after another solid battle. Johnny La Spina’s day was over when his
kart lost power and stopped in the crossover. Further investigation proved the plating had
come off the barrel causing piston failure and ultimately a seize. In the 125 National class Tim
Philp again took the win while Doug Amiss kept his nose clean as contact further back saw
Chryss Jamieson and Jon Bothamley come together at turn 3 resulting in DNF’s for both. The
usual battles would be held in the Rotax class with a highly competitive battle to be held
between Peter Nuske, David Dyson and Leighton Cook. Peter again took the win from David
and Leighton. Further back is was great to see Glenn Wiggins on debut knocking several
seconds off his PB and will be one to watch in the future. Amber Bothamley also showed
improvement during the day bringing her lap times down and having an awesome time out on
track.

Race 3:
By now everyone was getting back into the groove and feeling muscles they haven’t used in
quite a while. Due to the short nature of the day all classes were still on the line as a DNF hurts
badly under the QSC points system. Russell Jamieson made it a clean sweep for the weekend
while Neil Faulkner was again charging hard until a box full of neutrals left him stranded on the
side of the main straight. Steve Cloake had managed to put his senior moment from race 1
behind him and jumped from the start to slot into 3rd place in the opening laps. The 250
Nationals of Tim and Gareth eventually got past Steve and engaged in their own battle before
Gareth had an ignition glitch with the engine cutting out and just as he entered pit lane, fired

back to life but it was all too late a tour down pit lane saw an insurmountable gap to Tim. 125
National unfortunately saw Tim Philp’s run come to an end with a leaking radiator causing him
a DNF. Jon Bothamley picked up his first win of the day after showing so much promise in
qualifying. Jon will be keen to make amends at round 2, Doug Amiss again managed to squeak
his nose home in front of Chryss Jamieson by 0.2 seconds. The race proving nothing short of
exhilarating in the Rotax class with the very dominant Peter Nuske would nearly dethroned by
David Dyson and or Leighton Cook with the race win coming down to the final 10m with 0.09
between Peter and David with Leighton only another 0.4 behind mighty close indeed!
It was great to see racing restarted with the Queensland Superkart Club as we move onto the
spiritual home of motorsport in QLD, the majestic Lakeside International Raceway on Brisbane’s
north side September 13th. Looking for a reason to get out of the house then why not get
trackside and see these amazing machines lap lakeside in excess of a 100Mph average lap
speed.
Check us out on Facebook/Instagram under Queensland Superkart Club.
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QSC: How did you get into Superkarting?
I was first introduced to Superkarting in
March 1989, when one of my co-workers,
Paul Williamson asked me would I like to
try out his 125cc Superkart. Wasn't sure
but as Marilyn said, if you don't have a go
you will always wonder and if you find you
don't like it you will know you don't. So
one afternoon I did a few laps around
Lakeside and all I could do on the way
home was talk about it and work out how I
could afford to do it. (Marilyn was 4
months pregnant with Timothy at the
time).

First Superkart - 125cc Gearbox

Paul was selling his kart as he wanted to move to the 80cc class
so I bought his and made it to the next round finishing 2nd in
the Class Championship. At the end of this year I wanted a bit
more speed so when I heard Len Fickling was selling his 250cc
kart, bought it off him and raced it, (with an engine upgrade at
the end of 1993), from 1990 to 1996 winning the Class
Championship for five of those 6 years and a 2nd in 1994

Picking up the 250 kart from Len Fickling

QSC: What has been your best memories/stories from being part of the
Queensland Superkart Club?
For these 7 years my main competition
was Roger Thompson who had already
been racing in the 250cc class for several
years before I came along. Together we
created a lot of good memories for the
next 7 years of racing wheel to wheel, lap
after lap. It was good hard racing and at
times we swapped paint but we trusted
each other to be able to race that close
without causing an incident. Other

On the Grid at Lakeside with Roger Thompson #32

Karter’s watching these duels joined the class
but most of the time it was still between the
two of us as to who was going to win. Although
we were rivals we were still good friends.
Halfway through my last year of full time racing
I had a rod failure and damaged my barrel.
Roger had just bought himself a new one and
so lent me his old one which I used to go on
and beat him for the Class Championships, but
if the circumstances were reversed I would
have been happy to lend him one of mine. Also
from this time I made a lot of good friends,
quite a few of them are still racing or like me
are now pit crew for the next generation and I
enjoy the friendship and camaraderie I still
have with them as well as the new friends I
have made being pit crew for our son Timothy.
As well as the six 250cc Class Championships I
also won the State Championship in 94 and 95
and raced at Indy in 1991, (the first year it came
to the Gold Coast). Because of the close racing
1990 Trophy Presentation
between Roger and myself, we had our race
entry paid as the Sponsor of the race wanted us
both there as he felt our close racing would be an attraction at the event. I wouldn't say I
enjoyed racing there like I did at Lakeside as the concrete walls were close on both sides
and it had a few blind corners where you didn't know what you were going to find around
them, but I finished 4th in my class and it was the only time I ever received prize money in
Superkarting.

Pitted up at Indy 1991

QSC:What does being a life member of the club mean to you?
I hadn't been racing for quite a few years, but was still very
active helping to organizing race meetings as well as being
Treasurer for the Club when the Club made me a Life
Member. I appreciate the Club acknowledging my
contribution to it.

QSC: What do you hope to achieve in the future?
I enjoyed coming back in 2012 and 2013 where I shared
alternative meetings with Timothy. It was a good experience
and I was pleased to find I still had the desire to be
competitive. Coming back racing also allowed me to use my
experience to assist Tim to learn track craft both through
conversations and his watching my video footage. I also
enjoyed the one off race I did at the end of 2018 when Tim
offered me a drive after he had already won the Class
championship but it would have been nice to have actually
raced against him at this meeting.

Front Straight at Indy 1991

During my time racing I only ever raced at Queensland tracks and it would be nice to
experience racing at Phillip Island and or at other Interstate Tracks. However if this doesn't
eventuate I anticipate continuing to be a part of this Club for many more years as part of
Tim's pit crew as I enjoying working on and improving our speed and reliability.

Lakeside - Eastern Loop 2013

By Drene Jamieson
My older brother, Robert (Bob) was born with racing fuel in his arteries and was right into hot cars,
drag racing and circuit racing. In 1966 he took me and a mate to Lakeside to see some motor racing. I
had never seen live motor racing before so this was a first for me. We arrived at the circuit (well
about 2 km from it) and joined a long slow queue to get in. I think the meeting was the Gold Star
meet and got to see some good open wheeler action with Jack Brabham and Jim Clark racing in their
Formula 1 cars. My first impression – these things were frighteningly fast. With good local support
racing I was hooked.
The next meeting we went to was a round of the Australian Touring Car Championships and we got
to watch the likes of Bob Jane, Norm Beechey, Jim Mckewen, Ian Goeghan and others wrestle some
serious iron around the track. At a later meeting we were in the pits near the kink when, in the
Formula 2 race, Glynn Scott and Bob Power collided and crashed into the guard rail right in front of
us. Unfortunately Glynn Scott died as a result.
When Road Racing (now superkarts) first started in Queensland at Surfers Paradise in 1974, I didn’t
hesitate to convert my sprint kart for the occasion. I was stoked by the speed and loved the friendly
atmosphere of all those who attended. I continued sprint racing but also ran at every Superkart
meeting I could attend.
In 1976 we had our first race meeting at Lakeside and I loved the fast sweeping track. I think the
only ones still in the club from those days are brother Chryss, Steve Cloake and Darryl Bertram. In
1979, my brother-in-law Chris Saunders and I were the first two in Queensland to put 80cc karts on
the grid; his was a YZ80D and mine was a YZ80C. both were air cooled and if my memory serves me
correct, both were lemons. At this meeting we both got down to a 1:21. I think it can be done in that
time with a decent push bike now. By 1981 the 80 class had grown and we regularly had competitors
from NSW at our club days. Chryss and I both bought brand new YZ80J bikes, kept the engines and
sold the rest. When we first hit the track with these new engines, we were getting around in 1;14,
but Brian Stockman turned up with his new Honda powered machine and clocked a 1:12. The
competition was on, by 1984 we regularly had 25 entries in the 80 class at least 10 Internationals, 10
125’s and a small class of non-gearbox karts.
In 1985 we hosted the Queensland Championships at Lakeside and the club got together and
drummed up a lot of sponsorship for the event. Most of the money was spent on radio advertising
and we managed to get 1,500 spectators through the gate. A good contingent of drivers from
interstate came up and the spectators got a good shoe for their money. In 1986 we got the host the
National Championships at Lakeside. This time we had no problems getting sponsorship for the
event and again spent a lot of it and radio advertising. From memory, we had about 75 entries for
the event and attracted a crowd of around 2,500 spectators.
These were the golden years of superkarting and the South Australian club were organising
superkarts to run at the Formula 1 Grand Prix in Adelaide and the event was fully televised. This
boosted superkarting right throughout Australia.
We had some great days at Lakeside at ordinary club days with some memorable, sad and funny
things.

At one of our earliest race meetings we had a bloke who raced a 125cc GB kart but kept to himself. I
can’t recall this blokes name. At the end of their first race everyone came back to the pits and the
next class went out etc. When the 125’s were called to the grid for the second race, this bloke didn’t
show up. After a bit of a search we couldn’t find him. His car was there but not him. Eventually we
all set off around the track in case he didn’t get picked up after his race. After a while, he was found
down near the lake. Apparently he went off at the Carousel, cleared the gravel trap, went over the
barrier, rolled a few times and had landed on the edge of the lake. He had a few broken ribs and
was a bit sore. There wasn’t a flagman at this point so nobody noticed the accident.
We had another member at about the same time called Mick McClafferty, also a 125driver. Mick was
a funny bloke and smoked roll you owns in a cigarette holder and was a real bushy. He rarely turned
up with pit crew and usually push started himself. One day he had trouble starting the kart so he
pulled the outer throttle cable out of the carby to give it a bit of throttle to get it started. He pushed
the kart running beside it and let the clutch out while he was half in the seat. The kart took off at full
bore with him hanging out of the seat and went full noise up the back of a parked Valliant ute with
the kart finishing up under the diff. It was a miracle he wasn’t killed. After that event it became
compulsory to wear a helmet when in the pits.
Tragedy struck a few of our early members with Rex Franks, Taso Menendes and others having
heavy contact with the walls around the track. Peter Watson who was secretary of our club at the
time, lest control of his 250 Inter coming into the main straight, hit the armco and summersaulted
over the armco, over the spectator fence and landed in the gatekeepers box and completely
demolished it. We all thought that no one could possibly survive such a horrific high speed crash but
not long after he emerged from the splintered remains of the gatekeepers box unscathed.
Fortunately, our gatekeeper had just stepped out of the box seconds earlier, avoiding a double
tragedy
There were also some funny moments, many not for publication. In the early eighties, driving suit
regulations were fairly lax so I bought a vinyl one piece driving suit that conformed to the
regulations. Unfortunately on a hot day, the temperature inside such a garment was extreme and
the wearer ended in a ball of sweat. The vinyl also made the sweat stink. At the lunch break of a
stinking hot February race meeting, club member Randal Johnson and others decided to strip me of
the offending suit and placed it in a bin (44 gallon drum) poured some petrol on it and threw in a
match. That was the end of my days racing.
Many of the funny things that happened are not for publication as I may offend someone. While I
raced, Jill was race secretary for the club for many years, was a lap scorer and time keeper in the
tower and worked in the canteen at lunch time.
It is a pity that some whinging whining sod that lives on the other side of the lake and is a relative
new comer to the scene is able hammer the council over noise and ultimately close the track for a
time. I am glad that we are back racing there and I am sure there is a few good race meetings left in
the old circuit.

By Steve Cloake
Things I miss

Castrol R. Was a vegetable based racing oil that smelled like heaven. Smelling this
beautiful sweet perfumed cloud of blue smoke swirling around a group of karts waiting to go
out on the track made you know you were in the company of angels.
Standing Starts. Nailing the launch of a 250 twin is an absolutely amazing feeling. Up there
as one of the finer things of life.
Things I don’t miss

Castrol R The combination of the oil, the Champion N57G racing spark plugs and 70’s
ignition systems was sensitive to fouling. If you were held up getting out on the track there
was a good chance your plugs would foul, and they didn’t clear easily. I would warm up on
spark plugs with a hotter heat range and then change to the racing plugs. It also left an
acidic residue in the crankcase that corroded the steel bits.
Evinrude Fuel Pumps. The single most common threat to engine power reliability was
control of fuel pressure. Most people had a problem and an eclectic range of solutions
emerged to deal with it. Bypass return lines, restrictors in the return lines, header tanks,
pulse line length and rigidity, axle pumps and pressure regulators. I tried them all except the
axle pump. The idea of sitting stationary on the start line with only the fuel available being
what was in the carburettor float bowl never appealed to me. And what worked on one day
didn’t guarantee it would work the next time out.
Characters

Claude Ciccotelli, Claude was coached by Geoff Underhill for his first race at Surfers
Paradise. Geoff picked out another competitor he thought would be about the same pace
and able to show Claude the way round the track. Geoff told Claude to follow him down the
straight and watch his throttle slide saying something like “when you see his throttle close
you hit the brakes”. Unfortunately on that lap the throttle ahead of him stuck wide open and
Claude had his first crash. The runoff area at the end of the main straight was generous and
he wasn’t hurt.
Mick Mc Laverty Turn four at Surfers Paradise was a high speed left hand sweeper that we
took (as I remember) in about 5th in the 250’s. Mick would have been flat chat in his 125
when I followed him into the turn and saw him leave the track. The infield was flat grass and
damp with dew and Mick’s kart pirouetted like a ballerina across the grass taking a short cut
to the next section of track. His exhaust note did not waver he was flat out all the way.
When we came in I asked him why he kept his foot on the throttle and he said he didn’t want
to lose any speed in case he was pointing in the right direction when he came back onto the
track.

Mick McLaverty I was standing behind the Armco barrier at the last corner leading to the
main straight a Surfers Paradise. Must have either spun out or broken down. Mick came
round the corner and spun but managed to pull the clutch and keep his engine going. He
was pointing in the right direction about a meter from the fence waiting for a break in the
traffic and obviously very annoyed with himself because he was revving the hell out of the
engine. Unfortunately he didn’t realise he had pulled the clutch while he was travelling
backwards and the engine had re-started in reverse. When the break in traffic appeared a
very frustrated Mick promptly dropped the clutch and reversed back into the fence.
Bernie Weier I had a bit of a lead on the pack behind me when I spun under the bridge at
Lakeside. I pulled the clutch and managed to straighten up travelling down the track
backwards looking at a rapidly receding impenetrable blue cloud of tyre smoke. When
through this fog burst Bernie with the rest of the pack behind him. He managed to steer
himself and the others around me. Thanks Bernie!

Stockman MR2 250 cc National
Looking to join the Superkart Series? Well
here’s a great opportunity.
The kart pictured is up for sale! It’s a Stockman
MR2 chassis previously used by Russell
Jamieson @rus87 with an RS Honda on it.
It now has a YZ Yamaha bolted to the chassis
with a Gary Treadwell modified barrel and Red
Speed pipe to match.
This package has been sorted out by Chryss
and Russell and is ready to arrive and drive for
it’s new owner.
Package includes some engine and brake spare
parts.
Price is as follows:
$11,500 with Mychron 5 dash & $10,500
without Mychron 5 dash.
Contact Chryss Jamieson on 0417713409 if you
are genuine about buying this awesome
machine.

Stockman 250 Twin for Sale (NSW)

Was Warren Mcilveen's kart that has been extensively updated with new
chassiss, panels and upgraded kelgate brakes. Comes with Mychron 5 logger
and Smart cam. A really nice kart with many spares and data. Impending house
sale means some of my collection needs to go. Price depends on whether spare
motor is included. Enquire for details.
Located in Cherrybrook NSW.
More pics on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=10158620953084940&set=pcb.565517537468
068
Memhat Sanani
0415644463

Two Kart Trailer

For Sale… 2 superkart trailer for sale (ex Phil Silcock trailer) alloy and stainless trailer.
Storage bins under floor and top sides.
Electric brakes, spare wheel, light weight and tows like a dream.
Alloy work benches. $7900. Selling due to retirement.
0468362807

Superkart 125GB Cougar

I reluctantly have my Cougar Superkart for sale. Lack of room for renos means some of
my toys have to go.
Kart is in great condition.
Fitted with late RS125 with low hours. This is a long circuit kart, so used at tracks like SMP
and Phillip Island.
Capable of 190km/H so not a toy.
Memhat Sanani
0415644463

$6500 Negotiable
Cherrybrook, NSW
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